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The aging of workforces across the globe and increasing retirement ages 
call for scientific attention to the fit between older employees and the 
organizations that employ them. In the past, this has often been done 
by focusing on the topic of successful aging at work. Successful aging at 
work is concerned with subjective and objective indicators of occupational 
success, such as performance, health, and well-being (Kooij, 2015b). Other 
definitions focus on positive or negative deviations of intraindividual 
age-trajectories in work outcomes from the average trajectory across the 
working lifespan (Zacher, 2015). This line of research is important and 
timely because it contributes to identifying techniques and strategies that 
help older individuals maintain satisfactory levels of functioning and well-
being, despite age-related resources losses (Salthouse, 1996). The present 
research project focused on the selection, optimization, compensation 
model as one possible set of action-regulation strategies that can facilitate 
successful aging at work.

Specifically, we investigated the benefits of the use of these strategies 
and aimed at answering the question whether the SOC model can indeed be 
considered a model of successful aging. This line of research is relevant for 
practitioners and researchers because SOC strategies are often considered 
as trait-like mechanism that individuals engage in throughout their entire 
lifespan (P. B. Baltes, 1987; P. B. Baltes & Baltes, 1990). We intended to 
test and possibly challenge this assumption to achieve a clearer view on 
SOC strategies. For this purpose, we employed some novel perspectives 
on the SOC model and, for instance, focused on the individual use of 
the strategies, on the habitual vs. momentary use of SOC strategies, on 
SOC strategy use in different achievement contexts, and on motivational 
factors that can help to explain the positive links between SOC strategy 
use and performance and well-being outcomes. The reported studies in 
this thesis were designed in such a way that they could contribute to SOC 
theory and at the same time have practical implications in the domains 
that the strategies are applied to.

More specifically, in Chapter 2 we focused on the background of the 
SOC model in a review chapter. We answered the questions of if and how 
the SOC model can be applied to the work setting and what previous 
research has found so far on the relationships between age, SOC, and 
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beneficial outcomes. In Chapter 3, we conducted a systematic review with 
a meta-analysis and summarized the SOC literature in the work context. 
We ended the chapter with a number of shortcomings of SOC research in 
the past decades which were then used as a starting point for the following 
two chapters. In Chapter 4, we investigated the differential effects of day- 
and person-level use of SOC strategies on change in work fatigue and 
satisfaction. Additionally, we tested the reversed temporal order effects 
of fatigue and satisfaction on SOC strategy use. Finally, in Chapter 5 we 
ventured a first attempt at exploring the underlying mechanisms of SOC 
strategies. We did this by looking at the indirect effects of SOC strategies 
on academic performance and well-being through self-efficacy beliefs.

All in all, the reported results in this thesis do not support the idea that 
the use of SOC strategies is particularly beneficial for older employees. 
Rather, we found that the use of SOC strategies is beneficial for anyone 
who engages in them, independent of age. The findings challenge the 
assumption that SOC is a model of successful aging and support the notion 
that SOC is a model of successful (daily) life-management in different 
domains, including work and education. In the following, we summarize 
the main findings and their implications and elaborate on the idea of SOC 
as a model of successful (daily) life-management. 

Overview of Main Findings
In Chapter 2 we addressed the first research question which was 

concerned with the context in which the SOC model was developed and 
the way the model applies to the work setting. In this theoretical review 
chapter, we summarized SOC research that has been conducted in the past 
decades in and outside of the work setting. Furthermore, we summarized 
the theoretical background of the SOC model, ways of assessing SOC 
strategies, and some commonly found shortcomings in the literature. We 
concluded that age does in fact play a role in the motivation to engage in 
SOC strategies: While older individuals select goals that are directed at 
loss-prevention more often, younger individuals rather select goals that 
are directed at growth and resource gains (Ebner et al., 2006). We further 
concluded that SOC is not only beneficial for resource-poor individuals 
as suggested by SOC theory (P. B. Baltes, 1997) but in fact, one needs 
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resources in order to engage in SOC strategies (e.g., Ebner et al., 2006). In 
light of these findings we reviewed the SOC at work literature but could not 
confirm that young and old employees also differ in their occupational goal 
preferences. The results indicated that there might be some differences in 
the motivation to use strategies depending age groups or the period of life.

In Chapter 3 we aimed at investigating these differences in a more 
systematic way by providing an overview of the most commonly assessed 
and empirically found antecedents and outcomes of SOC strategy use in 
the work context. In a systematic review we identified several person- 
and contextual antecedents (e.g., personality, health, problems solving 
demands) of the overall use of SOC strategies and a number of performance 
and well-being outcomes (e.g., work-family conflict, careers success, 
work ability). Meta-analytic results revealed that age is only weakly but 
significantly related to the use of SOC strategies while job autonomy 
was a much stronger predictor of SOC strategy use. We further found 
that the habitual use of SOC strategies was associated with increased job 
performance, work engagement, and job satisfaction. Chapter 3 was the 
first meta-analysis of the SOC at work literature and indicated that – at 
least in the work setting – age is not strongly related to SOC strategy use. 
We argued that one possible explanation for the low correlation between 
age and SOC use might be the fact that older individuals in the work 
setting are still rather young relative to the average lifespan, especially 
given the delay in senescence observed in the past decades (Vaupel, 2010). 
Old employees might not have entered a stage where they experience 
resource declines very strongly, yet. Nevertheless, SOC theory suggests 
that older individuals should engage and benefit more from the use of SOC 
strategies due to the physical and cognitive declines that they experience 
(e.g., P. B. Baltes, 1997; Salthouse, 1996). However, in Chapter 2 we 
argued that in order to engage in SOC strategies one needs resources. 
This notion and our findings in Chapter 3 were somewhat contradictory 
to SOC theory but provided a possible starting point for future studies. 
Based on our findings, we formulated a number of shortcomings in SOC 
at work research that we encountered during the process of conducting 
the meta-analysis, and addressed them in the following chapters of this 
thesis. For instance, we argued that composite scores of all SOC strategies 
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blur the effects of each single strategy and therefore provide rather limited 
information. Furthermore, we argued that is still remains unclear whether 
SOC strategies can be considered as a trait, a state, or both, and therefore 
more research is needed that considers SOC at the person- and at the day-
level.

In Chapter 4 we addressed these issues and investigated each SOC 
strategy individually in relation to occupational well-being. Additionally, 
we looked at the differences in habitual and situational SOC strategy use 
by modelling our hypotheses at the within- and between-person level. In 
a daily diary study with twice-daily measurements of SOC and well-being 
over ten consecutive workdays, we differentiated between preference-
based strategies (i.e., elective selection and optimization) vs. loss-based 
strategies (i.e., loss-based selection and compensation) and between 
selection-focused (i.e., elective selection and loss-based selection) vs. 
pursuit-focused strategies (i.e., optimization and compensation). In a 
sample of employees from different sectors we focused on fatigue and job 
satisfaction as possible outcomes of SOC strategy use and hypothesized 
that selection-focused strategies prevent fatigue while pursuit-focused 
strategies increase fatigue. We further hypothesized that preference-based 
strategies increase job satisfaction while loss-based strategies decrease 
job satisfaction. Our results partly supported our hypotheses showing 
that optimization was robustly associated with increased job satisfaction 
within and between individuals. Opposed to our hypothesis, loss-
based selection was identified as a rather maladaptive strategy as it was 
associated with increased levels of fatigue and decreased job satisfaction 
at the end of the workday. Surprisingly, at the day-level, the loss-based 
strategy of compensation was associated with greater levels of satisfaction 
implying that goal pursuit is a predictor of satisfaction regardless of 
preceding resource losses. This finding was in line with goal-setting theory 
which suggests that goal achievement is a predictor of satisfaction (Locke 
& Latham, 2002). We argued that goal pursuit brings the individual 
closer toward goal achievement and therefore has similar positive effects. 
Finally, we showed that the strategy of elective selection was unrelated to 
well-being outcomes at the within- and between-person level of analysis.

In Chapter 4 we also conducted exploratory analyses investigating 
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the reversed temporal order of SOC strategy use and occupational well-
being. More specifically, we tested whether daily occupational well-
being predicted subsequent use of SOC strategies. Interestingly, most 
relationships were found at the person-level, showing that employees 
who experienced higher job satisfaction at midday engaged in all SOC 
strategies more often during the afternoon; individuals who generally 
experienced more fatigue at noon subsequently only engaged in loss-based 
strategies, thus loss-based selection and compensation. These results 
imply that resource depletion only leaves sufficient resources to engage 
in compensatory strategies such as reorganizing goal hierarchies or 
asking others for helps. We concluded that the relationship between SOC 
strategies and affective well-being outcomes is reciprocal and the nature of 
this relationship depends on the level of analysis. Furthermore, we stated 
that our claim of SOC strategies having to be investigated separately and at 
different levels of analysis, is supported by our results and should receive 
more attention in future SOC at work research.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we focused on SOC strategy use in a population 
that has so far been rather under-investigated in SOC research. We 
conducted two studies with university students and by doing so focused 
on a life stage that is marked by transition, change, and uncertainty 
(“American College Health Association,” 2017). According to SOC theory 
the use of selection, optimization, and compensation is beneficial in 
different contexts and throughout the entire lifespan (P. B. Baltes, 1987; 
Freund & Baltes, 1999), yet empirical evidence for this claim is rather 
scarce. Thus, we aimed to advance SOC research by focusing on an under-
investigated population, on the one hand, and focusing on the possible 
mechanisms that can explain the beneficial effects of SOC strategy use 
on performance and well-being outcomes, on the other hand. With two 
prospective studies we investigated the question whether there is an 
indirect relationship between the preference-based strategies of elective 
selection and optimization and both grades and study satisfaction through 
self-efficacy beliefs. Our results revealed that students who often engaged 
in the strategy of optimization (i.e., investing resources in achieving a 
certain goal) also had better grades and were more satisfied with their 
studies and this was likely to be explained by increased self-efficacy 
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beliefs. However, a significant indirect effect of elective selection was 
not found. Our results replicate our findings from Chapter 4 by showing 
that optimization is an effective strategy in maintaining or increasing 
performance and satisfaction. At the same time, our results go beyond 
previous findings by demonstrating that one possible explanation for the 
positive relationship between optimization and academic outcomes might 
lay in the increased beliefs in oneself, thus self-efficacy beliefs, that are 
possibly triggered by SOC strategy use. Interestingly, we also found that 
the strategy of optimization does not only affect self-efficacy beliefs, but 
this relationship can also be reciprocal in the sense that higher self-efficacy 
beliefs lead to more use of optimization. Nevertheless, this results was not 
consistent across both studies and should receive more attention in future 
research. Furthermore, our study was conducted prospectively which does 
not allow any causal inferences. We suggested that future research focuses 
on the relationships between SOC strategies, self-efficacy beliefs, and 
performance and well-being in experimental studies.

All in all, the questions addressed in this research project were directed 
at improving the understanding of SOC strategies in the work context 
and as a model of successful aging. By employing a diverse set of study 
designs and methodologies we were able to contribute to SOC research 
theoretically and practically, which will be discussed in more detail in the 
next section. We provide an overarching conclusion that SOC strategies 
are not only beneficial for older employees but can help individuals in 
different age groups and different achievement contexts yield higher 
performance and well-being. Additionally, we sum up that the most potent 
strategy is optimization, hence a strategy that involves sustained resource 
investment in goal pursuit. 
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Implications, Strengths, and Limitation

This dissertation extends theoretical and practical knowledge on the use 
of selection, optimization, and compensation strategies at work and the 
relation of these strategies with successful (daily) life-management. It 
does so by taking several shortcomings in SOC research as a starting point, 
subsequently generating a number of new propositions, and addressing 
these shortcomings and propositions in several empirical studies with 
different methodologies and in different achievement contexts. The main 
theoretical and practical implications are discussed below.

Theoretical Implications

A model of successful aging or successful daily life-management?
One of the major theoretical contributions of this research project is that 
we could show that the SOC model is not only and exclusively a model 
of successful aging but rather a general model of successful (daily) life-
management that can be applied to different achievement contexts (e.g. 
work and college) and across ages. While this claim was already formulated 
in the very early stages of the development of the SOC model (P. B. Baltes, 
1987) there are not many studies that have considered the model in 
relation to the same outcomes (performance and well-being) in different 
populations. Most empirical and theoretical applications of the SOC theory 
in the past have either focused on childhood (e.g., Gestsdottir, Bowers, von 
Eye, Napolitano, & Lerner, 2010; Lerner et al., 2005) or higher age (e.g., 
P. B. Baltes & Baltes, 1990; Chou & Chi, 2002; Freund & Baltes, 2007). 
In this research project we showed that SOC theory does not only explain 
successful aging, but also successful (daily) life-management in the work 
setting and in the university setting. In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that 
there are indeed differences between SOC strategies used on the daily 
level and SOC strategies used habitually. Chapter 2 further conveyed that 
in order to be able to engage in SOC strategies at all, one needs to have 
some resources available, which in turn implies that very resource-poor 
individuals (e.g., very old individuals) might not be able to benefit from 
the use of SOC strategies. Together, these findings suggest a new point of 
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view on SOC theory, not as a model of successful aging but as a model of 
successful (daily) life-management.

An orchestrated set or individual strategies?
Theoretically, it has been argued that it is the orchestration of SOC 
strategies that leads to beneficial outcomes (e.g., Freund & Baltes, 2000). 
Our meta-analytic results confirmed that the overall use of SOC strategies 
is indeed related to better performance and higher work engagement and 
job satisfaction in employees. However, we argued that SOC strategies 
are too diverse to be considered as a set (cf., P. B. Baltes, 1997; Rudolph, 
2016). Therefore, we tested the orchestration-assumption in different 
ways (Chapter 4 and 5) and confirmed that SOC strategies can clearly 
be distinguished and do not all have beneficial effects. More specifically, 
we demonstrated that the strategy of elective selection does not predict 
performance and well-being neither in employees nor in students, while 
loss-based selection is a rather maladaptive strategy as it leads to lower 
levels of satisfaction and higher levels of fatigue. We further showed that 
the pursuit-focused strategies of optimization and compensation can 
both lead to beneficial outcomes depending on the level of analysis while 
optimization is a very robust positive predictor of performance and well-
being in different settings and on the within- and between-person level of 
analysis. 

Additionally, we demonstrated that SOC strategies cannot only predict 
well-being outcomes but can also be predicted by well-being and again, 
these relationships differed by strategy. Individuals who feel fatigued 
tend to engage in loss-based strategies (i.e., loss-based selection and 
compensation) which generally requires reorganization of goal hierarchies 
or compensating losses. However, individuals who feel satisfied with their 
jobs tend to generally engage more in all SOC strategies. 

All in all, by focusing on SOC strategies individually rather than 
considering them as an orchestrated set, and investigating them on 
the within- and between-person level of analysis, we reached several 
conclusions: (1) Within- and between-person relationships between 
SOC strategy use and performance and well-being outcomes can 
differ depending on the level of analysis, (2) these relationships can be 
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reciprocal, (3) and the relationships can differ per strategy. These results 
clearly challenge SOC theory and support the claim that SOC strategies 
should not be considered as an orchestrated set (at least not exclusively) 
but should rather be seen as individual strategies that lead to different 
outcomes and are predicted by different affective states.

Underlying mechanism
Finally, we laid a first cornerstone for uncovering the mechanisms that 
underlie the beneficial effects of SOC strategy use. Chapter 5 is, to our 
knowledge, the first study that has tried to explain how the preference-
based strategies of elective and optimization are linked to performance 
and well-being in form of study grades and satisfaction. Although we did 
not investigate these relationships longitudinally or experimentally and 
thus cannot conclude which process is followed by which mechanisms, we 
showed that optimization is positively associated with self-efficacy beliefs. 
With reversed-order analyses in Study 2, we showed that self-efficacy 
beliefs are not only an underlying mechanism of optimization but also 
affect the use of optimization. 

Practical Implications
This research project addressed the question of how SOC strategies can 
help (older) employees reach or maintain satisfactory levels performance 
and occupational well-being. We showed that SOC strategies do not only 
represent strategies that are helpful for older employees but can be applied 
to a broad range of age groups. This suggests that the practical implications 
of these strategies are broader than initially expected. 

In Chapter 4 and 5 we showed that especially the use of optimization 
is very beneficial for occupational and academic performance and well-
being. Optimization involves the (correct) allocation or acquisition of 
goal-relevant means to goal-pursuit (Freund & Baltes, 2000). Based on 
this definition, there are two major premises that need to be fulfilled for an 
employee to be able to engage in optimization: One first needs to identify 
which exact resources are needed for a certain goal and one needs to have 
access to those resources. Thus, employees need to be able to identify 
their resource-needs in order to achieve certain work goals and employers 
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need to provide access to the resources that the employees need, thus 
facilitating the use of optimization. In turn, optimization is likely to 
result in higher levels of well-being – which benefits the employee – and 
increased performance – which benefits the employer. 

In Chapter 5 we further showed that self-efficacy beliefs can help to 
explain how the strategy of optimization is related to beneficial outcomes. 
Generally, self-efficacy is something that develops rather early in life 
and can differ by context (Bandura, 1977, 1993). Our results suggest 
that active, self-concordant goal pursuit, can help to foster self-efficacy 
which is in turn associated with many benefits in and outside of the work 
domain (e.g., Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998). By testing a reverse model in 
which SOC strategies were predicted by self-efficacy beliefs, we provided 
some support for the hypothesized direction of the SOC-self-efficacy 
relationship. This knowledge can be especially important for individuals 
who feel rather less efficacious at work or for groups that are subject to 
stereotype threats, such as older employees (Levy, 2003; Ng & Feldman, 
2012). Facilitating the means for goal pursuit as described in optimization, 
has the potential to increase self-efficacy which can in turn increase 
performance. Nevertheless, it should be noted that these relationships 
have not been confirmed experimentally and therefore should not be 
regarded as conclusions but rather as possible potentials of the mentioned 
strategies.

Finally, the findings of this research project can also help employees 
and practitioners by providing possible avenues for interventions and 
training. A first step toward this goal has already been taken in the past in 
training with nurses (Müller et al., 2018, 2016). Results show that under 
certain circumstances, SOC training can indeed affect employee well-
being. We suggest that in the future, researchers and practitioners should 
consider the following findings of this research project when they design 
SOC-training: First, age is only very weakly related to SOC strategies, 
indicating that in training, old and young employees can learn the meaning 
and adequate use of SOC strategies side by side. Nevertheless, in Chapter 2 
we showed that goal selection might differ depending on age. While older 
individuals are more focused on maintenance, younger individuals are 
rather focused on growth (Ebner et al., 2006). This should be considered 
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in training that include diverse age groups. Second, optimization is the 
most beneficial strategy when it comes to occupational well-being, hence, 
the training and understanding of this strategy should receive special 
attention. Third, we showed that the use of SOC strategies is also positively 
associated with work engagement and performance. Thus, SOC training 
can be especially relevant for companies and organizations that struggle 
with a lack of employee engagement and low profits. Finally, we showed 
that the benefits of SOC strategy use can also be found at the day-level. 
This implies that training should not only focus on long-term goals and 
long-term well-being effects but should also consider that daily goal-
selection and goal-pursuit can positively affect occupational performance 
and well-being.

Strengths
One of the major strengths of this research project lies in the wide range 
of methodologies that have been employed in the different studies. A 
meta-analysis with a systematic review was used as a starting point and 
provided an overview of the SOC at work literature of the past two decades. 
The meta-analytical results were a first step toward integrating the rather 
segmented literature on SOC strategy use at work. In the following two 
projects we applied a daily diary study (Chapter 4) and a prospective 
study (Chapter 5) which allowed to us to test the robustness of the SOC-
performance and SOC-well-being relationships in very different manners. 
Using such diverse methods to investigate certain relationships helps us 
support the claim that SOC strategies do benefit those who employ them, 
regardless of their age group and context.

Another strength of this research project is that we assessed the use of 
SOC strategies across several achievement domains. While Chapters 3 and 
4 focus on the work domain, in Chapter 5 we explored the relationships 
between SOC strategy use and performance and well-being outcomes 
in the educational domain. Van Yperen and colleagues (2014) conclude 
their meta-analysis regarding achievement motivation and performance 
with the suggestion to broaden our current understanding of performance 
attainment to all settings where competence plays a role, that is workplace, 
education, and sports. In the present research project, we included two of 
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these settings and demonstrated that SOC strategy use (either as an overall 
score or as separate scores) is consistently associated with performance 
and well-being outcomes across both domains. 

Limitations
Most methodological limitations of the reported studies have been 
discussed in the respective chapters, therefore, we now rather focus on 
general limitations that can be overcome in future studies.

One of the main limitations of this project is that most of our 
conclusions are based on cross-sectional data. Cross-sectional data do 
not allow any conclusions regarding causality between the constructs 
that are assessed. Many time effects that are found in cross-sectional 
studies can even disappear when assessed longitudinally (Maxwell, Cole, 
& Mitchell, 2011). While we tried to overcome this problem in Chapter 4 
by conducting a daily diary study with two daily measurements, and by 
conducting a prospective study in Chapter 5, our meta-analytical findings 
in Chapter 3 are exclusively based on cross-sectional data and so are the 
propositions and research questions that were derived based on the meta-
analytical findings. In Chapter 4 we found support for the idea that the 
associations between SOC strategies and affective well-being outcomes 
differ depending on the level of analysis and the strategy at hand. Based on 
the increasing number of studies that consider SOC strategies separately 
and not only as a sum (e.g., Demerouti et al., 2014; Zacher et al., 2015), it 
is necessary to investigate these effects meta-analytically in future studies.

 Another limitation is the strong focus on a very particular set of action-
regulation strategies, namely selection, optimization, compensation. While 
this dissertation provides many new insights on the SOC model, there are 
many other action- and self-regulation models that were not considered 
in this project while being equally potent in explaining human behavior. 
There are many action-regulation models and theories that share some 
similarities with the SOC model (see Haase et al., 2013; Heckhausen & 
Schulz, 1993; Rudolph, 2016) but there are, to our knowledge, no studies 
that try to incorporate these theories in an overarching theory and provide 
empirical support for it. In an assessment of the current state in social 
psychology, Kruglanski (2001) warns psychologist from focusing too 
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much on developing new theories rather than building on old theories. 
In the present project, we focused on a relatively modern theory but lack 
the incorporation of this model into older, more established theories. A 
possible avenue for future studies might be the focus on incorporating 
the wide range of action- and self-regulation models (e.g., Bandura, 1977; 
Gollwitzer & Brandstätter, 1997; Pintrich, 2004) in an overarching model 
of successful work-management.

Future Directions

In this research project, we were able to demonstrate that the benefits of 
SOC strategy use are present in different domains. Of course, there are 
still many more domains to explore. For this purpose, the main goal of 
future studies should be to integrate SOC theory in all domains where goal 
selection and goal pursuit take place. Additionally, one aspect that has so 
far not received any attention in SOC research is the context within which 
SOC strategies are applied. More specifically, it is not known whether 
context characteristics, such as the controllability of certain events or the 
suddenness of an event, affect the use of SOC strategies and the selection 
of a certain strategy. The possible context-dependent nature of regulation 
strategies have been discussed in the past in relation with emotion-
regulation strategies (e.g., Troy, Shallcross, & Mauss, 2013) and can easily 
be applied to action-regulation as well. We suggest that researchers focus 
on the context-dependent nature of action-regulation strategies in future 
studies in order to clarify whether action-regulation is something that we 
constantly engage in or whether it is a skill that is only applied when the 
contextual characteristics require its use. Additionally, it is important to 
distinguish between the use and the effectiveness of SOC strategies. While 
both might be context-dependent, it can be argued that using a strategy 
does not necessarily mean that the use is also effective in a certain situation 
and yields the positive outcomes that it is meant to. 

Furthermore, we suggest that future SOC studies do not only focus on 
the situational context within which SOC strategies are applied but also 
on the cultural context. Past studies show that culture and cultural values 
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can affect occupational behavior (Kreiser, Marino, Dickson, & Weaver, 
2010). Some cross-cultural researchers claim that self-regulation theories 
developed in Western countries do not apply to Eastern cultures because 
Eastern cultures do not value and encourage autonomous behavior as much 
as Western cultures do (e.g., Rothbaum, Weisz, Pott, Miyake, & Morelli, 
2000). In Chapter 3 we showed that autonomy is a strong predictor of the 
overall use of SOC strategies. Yet, up to this point, we do not know whether 
this also applies to Eastern cultures. We suggest that future studies focus 
more on the cultural background of the samples that are used to assess 
SOC strategy use. Additionally, we recommend that future SOC studies 
do not only focus on Western countries but try to incorporate Eastern 
cultures, as well.

Concluding Remarks 

This dissertation aimed at investigating the beneficial effects of selection, 
optimization, and compensation strategies as a model of successful aging. 
During this process, we uncovered that the SOC model is not so much a 
model of successful aging (in the sense that it only and exclusively explains 
how older individuals can maintain functioning and well-being) but is 
best characterized as a model of successful (daily) life-management. We 
showed that the motivation to engage in SOC strategies does indeed differ 
by age, yet their use is consistently associated with benefits regardless of 
age groups. We further demonstrated that habitual SOC strategy use can 
lead to different outcomes than situational SOC strategy use. Additionally, 
we found that there is a reciprocal relationship between affective well-
being and SOC strategy use. Specifically, individuals who feel satisfied 
with their jobs also engage in more subsequent SOC strategy use while 
fatigued individuals only focus on the use of loss-based selection and 
compensation. Finally, we found that optimization is the one strategy 
that is most robustly associated with beneficial outcomes within- and 
between-individuals and in employees as well as in students. In one of 
the first attempts to uncover the underlying mechanisms that take place 
when people engage in SOC strategies, we showed that there is an indirect 
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relationship between the strategy of optimization and both study grades 
and study satisfaction through self-efficacy beliefs. 

In sum, the present dissertation contributes to the aging and SOC 
literature by showing that the strategies of selection, optimization, and 
compensation do not only help older individuals maintain satisfying levels 
of functioning and well-being but also other age groups such as young or 
middle-aged employees or students. This project shed light on the SOC 
model from different perspectives and with a diverse set of methodologies. 
Therefore, the reported results can be considered as robust findings that 
help future studies in their endeavors to understand the SOC model and 
successful (daily) life-management. 
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